Magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD) spectra and the spin magnetic dipole term ((T,)) for bulk 3d transition metals and their surfaces were calculated from full potential linearized augmented plane wave electronic band structure results. The recently proposed MCD spin sum rule is found to result in a much larger error [of up 
The possibility to determine both the orbital and spin moments (denoted as (L,) and (S,), respectively) directly from x-ray magnetic-circular-dichroism (MCD) [1 -3] spectra by applying recently proposed simple but powerful MCD sum rules [4, 5] has attracted considerable excitement and attention [6, 7] . Since these sum rules have been derived from a single ion model, their validity for complex materials (e.g., transition metals) with strong multishell hybridization (excluded in the original derivation [4, 5] ) needs to be verified. We have previously confirmed the validity of the MCD orbital sum rule to within 10% for Fe systems in both ground and core-excited states within the local density energy band approach in which all the complexities of real materials are included [8] . In this Letter, we determine the MCD spectra for bulk Fe, Co, and Ni and their surfaces using state of the art local density energy band results and demonstrate that the effects from s, p states become much more important for the more recently derived MCD spin sum rule, which results in a large error to as much as about 50% for the Ni(001) surface. Instead, the ratio of spin and orbital moments can be determined even for reduced dimensional systems from the MCD spectra with an error of 10% by combining the MCD spin and orbital sum rules -as found in a recent experiment for bulk transition metals [9] . Significantly Table I (iii) a, = o I. , -2o. L, = 5'S, . From Fig. 3(b) , where all the quantities presented in Fig. 3 (a) were recalculated without s, p contributions. In [9] . We indeed find that the applicability of the MCD sum rules can be improved by combining Eqs. (1) and (2) Fig. 4 , from the first 
